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Abstract 
Surfactants have been extensively used for dissolving less soluble oils in water in 
a number of industnal operations such as detergency, tertiary oil recovery, nano- 
matenal synthesis and drug delivery The process of surfactant-assisted dlssolution, 
called solubzlzzatzon, has been investigated In the literature to d e t e m n e  the extent 
of solubilization in surfactant solutions and the mechanism by whlch surfactant 
aggregates called rmcelles incorporate oil in them The recent models proposed 
in the literature adequately explain interesting findings on dissolut~on of oils into 
ionic micelles-linear decrease in radius of decane drop with trme and a non-linear 
decrease (R2(0) -R2(t) C( t )  for benzene drops under the same external conditions 
In the present work, an attempt is made to explan the expenmental data avail- 
able in the literature on the dlssolutlon of squalane and spinacene drops deposited 
on cylindrical fiber immersed in a nonlonic surfactant solution Shape of a dissolv- 
ing drop, which deviates considerably from sphencal shape considered in analytical 
models, was recorded at regular intervals in these expenments The rates of disso- 
lution for oil-on-fiber systems, computed from these profiles were observed to be 
nearly constant whereas the models predict a non-l~near and much slower decrease 
for diffusion controlled d~ssolution of sphencal oil drops into nonionic miceiles 
The difference In the expenmental and the predlct~ons was initially attnbuted 
to shape of drop whlch is closer to being cylindilcal then sphencal An earlier 
analytical model for micellar dissolution was generalized and then incorporated in 
commercial CFD package CFX to simulate dlssolution for this complex geometry 
exactly The quasi-steady state simulations failed to explain the expenmental data 
both qualitatively and quantitatively Unsteady state simulations, camed out in an 
approximate and interesting manner, could capture the qualitative trend, quantita- 
tive agreement remalned quite poor as the model undei predicted the flux substan- 
tially, at least for the dissolution of spinacene drops 
In order to increase the predicted values of the flux over and above those ob- 
tamed for diffusiondl resistance alone, presence of thermal convection in the exper- 
iments was invoked Rayleigh number is indeed computed to be much larger than 
unlty for temperature drfference In the set up of the order of 0 1 "C Detalled CFD 
simulation of dlssolution of a sphencal drop of the same sue in presence of free 
convectlon resulted in substantial increase in the dissolution rate A slmple model 
is proposed which considers solublllzatlon to be controlled by the diffusion of m- 
celles In presence of thermal convectlon and thelr adsorption on the drop to be the 
controlling processes Solubillzation into the adsorbed rmcelles and their desorptlon 
are considered to be fast The model with fitted values for rate constant for adsorp- 
tion of mcelles on the surface explans the observed values of flux and also the 
expenmental finding that the dlssolution flux Increased llnearly wlth an Increase In 
surfactant concentratlon The fitted value of the rate constant for adsorption of more 
polar oil spinacene 1s found to be larger than that for squalane which 1s a saturated 
011, whlch is along the expected llnes St111 larger values of convectlon augmented 
mass transfer coefficient than those predicted in this work can lead to complete ra- 
tionallzation of the expenmental observatrons by malung the dissolution process 
nearly completely surface controlled 
